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CAST

Prince Ottokar (Bohemian Prince) .................. Lowell W. Palmerton
Cuno (Hereditary Ranger to the Prince) ............ Bert Lindman
Max (Two young Foresters serving under him) (Robert McGrath, Larry Doerflinger)
Kilian (A Peasant) ............................................ Robert Wright
A Hermit ................................................................. Gene Dupin
Zamiel (The Black Huntsman) ......................... Carl Forsberg
Agatha (Cuno’s Daughter) .............................. Doris Richards
Anne (Her Cousin) ................................................. Barbara Workman
First Forester .................................................... Rod Eichenberger
Second Forester ................................................ Douglas Miller
Third Forester ..................................................... Lyman Coppess
Fourth Forester .................................................. Robert Myers
The Bridesmaids ................................. Carol Benge, Kippy Brinkman, Catherine Carlson, Melanie Harrell, Jody Johnston, LeaAnna Longley, Mary Jane Martin, Barbara Moore
Villagers ............................ Doris Crandall, Frances Lowe, Judith Peterson, Alice Newland, Howard Bargreen, George Gilstrap, Garry Katsel, Geoffrey Mueller, Gerry Roach, Terry Wilson
Dancers (Wolf’s Glen Scene) ......................... Jack Norman, Kristine Hansen, Linda Hopkins, Beatrice Kiyohara, Judith Rinta, LoRita Solseng, Jana Hellmuth, B. J. Wild, Susan Pratt, Beverly Harper
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Conductor and Director ......................................... Stanley Chapple
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Assistant Stage Director ....................................... Karl Fuss
Choreographer ..................................................... Carolyn Darrough
Repetiteurs ..................................................... J. William Clarke
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Art Director and Technical Supervisor ................ John Ashby Conway
Technical Director ............................................ Joseph E. Poc
Costumer ......................................................... Lois Aden
Set Construction ................................................ Terre Harris
Lighting ............................................................... Gene Jaleski
Painting ............................................................... Dick Slabough
Properties ........................................................ Maureen Miner
Stage Manager .................................................... Lawrence Thompson